Introduction
In [2] a systematic study of some constructions of polyadic groups, namely: (k+1)-ary retracts of (n+1)-groups and weakly derived (r.+ 1)-groups of (k+1) -groups, has been initiated. The present paper is a continuation of paper [2] . Using the results from we describe here some connections between polyadic groups obtained by the above-mentioned constructions. We also show that under some assumption the assignment of weakly derived (n+1)-groups to (k+1)-groups is functorial. This functor is naturally equivalent to the functor ^ (cf, [3] ). It is known that (cf. [2J ) (k+1)-ary retracts of isomorphic (n+1)-groups are isomorphic. Moreover, (k+1)-ary retracts of non-isomorphic (nrl)-gronps can also bo isomorphic. Here we give conditions on isomorphisms of retracts which imply that the polyadic groups from which we b,?ve tak.ua the retracts are isomorphic. In contradistinction to the latter cap?. (i.e., the case of retracts), (n+1)-groups v> r eakly derived from 3 giver, (k+1)-group need not be isomorphic. In our paper wo consider only the binary case, i.e., the case of (n+1J-rrjups weakly derived from groups. We provide the conditions which guarantee that an isomorphism of groups implies an isomorphism of their weakly derived (n+1)-groups.
Some notions and notation
The terminology of this paper is the same as that of [2] , where the relevant notions are also discussed. Throughout holds. One can prove (cf. [6] } that <a®>0<b™> implies that for every i = 1,...,n+i-m and for every sequence x 1 ,...G the equality f= f(x^b^x^1-111 ) holds.
As mentioned in [2] , a polyad can, up to 6, be considered • as an element of the free covering group. So we can say that a polyad <a°>is a central polyad of an (n+1)~group (G,F) pro--282 -vided f(x^tay,*J+5" B ) = f(a°,x°+ 1 -m ) holds for eaoh i = 1,...,n+1-m, I.e., if <a™>, considered as an element of the free covering group (G*,.), is in the center of (G*,<). Similarly, we say that a poly ad < a°> is of order t if t is the least positive integer such that the tm-ad < a™ > is an identity polyad of the (n+1)-group (G,f) , i.e., if the po3yad is of order t in the group (G*,*). We should tell the reader that in the case of 1-ads the terminology introduced above does not coincide with that of Post (cf. [6] ). For (n+1) example, if for an element aeG we have f( a ) = a (i.e., I = a), then according to Post a^ = a, so a is of order 1, (n) but in our terminology the n-ad <a> is an identity of the (n+1)-group (G,f) and hence a is of order n. In [3] and [4] the Post notion of order haB been used.
The identity mapping of a set G onto itself is denoted by id G . The symbol e^ denotes the neutral element (the identity) of a group (G,*).
Let Y be an automorphism of a (k+1)-group (G,g) and <c^> be a k-ad in G. In [2] the notion of a <y;c^>-derived (n+1J --group of the (k+1)-group (G,g) has been introduced. In the case of Y = id Q an < id Q jc^-derived (n-f-D-group is called J, briefly < c.j>-derived (n+1)-group and it is denoted by der® " (G,g). If the polyad <c!f> is an identity of (G,g) Proof.
, which proves that the k-ad <c^> is a central polyad of (G,g).
Conversely, let the k-ad <c!f)> be a central one. Then, as it is easy to verify, the (n+1)-ary operation f is associative, so (G,f) is an (n+1)-group. Therefore, if elements c^,...,^ are central in (G,g), then (G,f) is an (n+1)-group. Hence, in the binary case, an (n+1)-ary operation *' x n+1* c 13 an ( n+ 1J-group operation if and only if c belongs to the center of the group (G,-).
Using the terminology of [2] we can say that the (n+1)-
. a ,b) for every aeG and b -gta»^) (a being tho skew element to a in (G,g)). Thus for any elements c1,...,clc,a there exists an element b^G such that .
There exists a unique element ceG such that the ns-ad <a®~1 ,c> is an identity n+k of (G,f). Furthermore, if<b^" 1 > is a central polyad of (0,f),
is also a central element of (G,f). Prom Corollary 5 of [2] it follows that any (n+1)-groupis <'Jf»c^>-derived from a (k+1)-group. By Proposition 2 we obtain -285 - b is the skew element to a in the (n+1)-group liiiG.g).
The functor der s
In [2] it has been shown that the assignment of (k+1)-ary retracts to (n+1)-groups is functorial. The question arises v if it is also true for the operation of taking the <y,c^>-derived (n+1)-group of a (k+1)-group. Let us notice that it is
1.
so in a special case where f= id and <0^ > is a (k+1)-adic identity* Then the ^»c^-derived (n+1)-group is just the derived (n+1)-group (in the sense of [1]) and we get here the well-known forgetful functor.
(cf.
[?]). k Now we restriot our considerations to the case of <c!p-derived (n+1)-groups with <c^> being a polyad of finite order 8, where also GCD(n,6) = 1. Note that if GCD(n,S) * 1 and ¿>1, then there exists a positive integer J? with (n+1) 17217-1 (nod6).
Let <S' denote the least positive integer Tf with the abovementioned property. For 6 -1 assume that 6' = 1.
Given (k+1)-groups (A,g), (B,g), (C,g), let k-ads a^ ,... »a^ e A, b^,... »b^e B, o1,...,Cj£eC be central polyads of orders ¡3, 6 , respectively, where GCD(n,oi) = 1, GCD(n,jJ) = = 1 and GCD(n,6) =1. Notice that for every nonempty (k+1)--group such a k-ad exists, e.g. a (k+1)-adic identity. If h:(A,g)-(B,g) is a homomorphism of (k+1J-gr0ups, then we may define the mapping der0 .
. Choosing in each nonempty (k+1)-group a central k-ad of order which is relatively prime to n and assuming additionally that for the empty (k+1)-group A der s A is the empty (n+1)~group we obtain a functor (in fact a class of functors depending on the choice of elements) der s sGrk+1-from the category of (k+1)-groups to the category of (n+1J-groups. We shall show that all these functors are naturally equivalent. Note that the forgetful functor lPs:6rk+1Grn+1 is a particular case of the above-described functor der 3 .
It should be remembered that the functor der 8 has been defined only for a speoial case. Namely, the polyads have been chosen in a certain, well-defined manner. For the functor der 8 defined in such a way we obtain the following theorem. Theorem 1. The functors Vs:Grk+1 -Gl"n+1 and der 3 :Grk+^ -* Grn+^ are naturally equivalent.
Proof. In each nonempty (k+1)-group choose a central k-ad of order which is relatively prime to n. So we get the functor der 8 
Connections between isomorphisms of (n+1)-groups and isomorphisms of their (k+1)-ary retraote (k+1)-ary retracts of isomorphic (n+1)-groups are obviously isomorphic. The converse statement is not always truej there are non-isomorphic (n+1)-groups with isomorphic retracts.
For n p example the 3-groupB der^fZ^ + J and der^(Z2,+) are not isomorphic whereas their binary retracts are isomorphic. One can give similar examples for any n^2 and k being a divisor of n. In fact, the (n+1)-groups (G,f) = dery(Zn,+) and (G,f') = der"(Z",+) are not isomorphic for a / 0 (the first S Zl (n+1)-group is idempotent, the second is not idempotent). Nevertheless, the (k+1)-groups RetQ(G,f) and Het^(G,f') for n -k, b = 1 are isomorphic. Now ire give some conditions which turn out to be necessary and sufficient for the isomorphism of (k+1)-ary retracts to determine the isomorphism of (n+1)-groups themselves. Lemma ) is a homomorphism of (k+1)-groups and h satisfies the following conditions:
Let h:(A,f)-»-{B,f) be a homomorphisin of (n+1)-groups and (A,g) = Ret®»
Proof. Let h:(A,f) -»(B,f) be a homomorphism of (n+1)-groups. Then h satisfies (1) 
h is also a homomorphism of (n+1)-groups, which was to be proved. Notice that a, b are the neutral elements in the groups Ret°(A,f) and Ret£(B,f), respectively. So Corollary (-has a simpler formulation for the binary ctsa. Corollary 7. Let (A,f) and (B,f) be (n+1)~ -groups. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
i) the (n+1)-groups (A,f) and (B,f) are isomorphicj ii) for any element aeA there exist an element b^B and an isomorphism h:
iii) for some element a U there exist an element beB and an isomorphism h:Ret°(A,f)-^Ret^(B t f) (in fact, b=h(a)J satisfying (5) iii) for some element a e A there exist an element beB and an isomorphism h:Ret"(A,f)--Ret£(B,f) (in fact, b=h(a)) satisfying (6) .
Por commutative (n+1)-groups we have der$# "iRflt^fG.f)= x v a,.. .,a/ a = (G,f), so we get Corollary 9 (cf. C7]). Commutative (n+1)-groups der^(A,*) and der£(B, # ) are isomorphic if and only if there exists an isomorphism h:(A,*)-*-(B,*) such that h(a) = b.
Binary retracts of a given (n+1)-group (A,f) are isomorphic to the associated group (A Q ,.) of (A,f) (cf. [6] , [51, [2] ). Post [6] gave a necessary and sufficient condition on an isomorphism of the associated groups (A Q ,•), (B Qt •) for the existence of an isomorphism of (n+1)-groups (A,f), (B,f). Post's condition follows also from Corollary 7.
Corollary 10 (cf. [6] ). Given (n+1)-groups (A,f) and (B,f)j let (A,») and (B,«) be their associated groups, respectively. Then the following conditions are equivalent : Proof. The equality (9) is a particular case of (10) (for i = 1). Now, let h satisfy (9). We prove by induction that h also satisfies (10). Assume that (10) is satisfied for a certain i = 1,...,n-1. Then Substituting appropriate elements for x1,...,xn+^ in (13) we get (11) and (12). Putting x1 = ... = = sA we obtain (11), and putting Xg = x, x^ = x^ = ... = xfl+1 = eA we get (14) hjA(x)'h(a)'c = c«yBh(x)«TB(c)'')r|(c)'...'2rg(c)»b, which by (11) gives (12). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
